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GREETINGS
TO OUR
CiTi-ZEN
READERS!
We are very excited, at Ireka, to be bringing you KL’s latest and
bespoke luxurious RuMa Hotel and Residences. We are very proud
of this achievement and the RuMa Hotel will soon be opening its
doors (this is Ireka’s fourth hotel development). We will bring you
more information and interior pictures in our January 2019 issue.
Razif Hashim is one of the country’s celebrities who gained fame
helping us navigate our taste buds around Malaysian cuisine in
AFC’s “Best in the world”. He gave our Dwi@Rimbun Kasia Project
the thumbs up at its soft launch in July and one thing led to another!
In this issue, you can read all about his successful career and the
boundless enthusiasm with which he approaches life. To continue
the culinary theme, it gives me great pleasure to welcome Datin
Nona back to CiTi-ZEN to tell us why she saw a market for a cookery
studio in Mont’ Kiara , plus setting up a music school and another
childcare centre – all already fully operational. Our other feature
in this issue is City International Hospital, Ho Chi Minh City. This
partnership project between Aseana Properties Limited, Ireka and
Hoa Lam Shangrila Group led to the building of one of Ho Chi Minh
City’s best international hospitals. Read about CEO, Dr John Lucas’
vision for creating a medical facility for the future.
I look forward to our next encounter in 2019 and in the meantime,
remember to Live Life Large!

Datuk Lai Voon Hon
Group Managing Director
Ireka Corporation Berhad
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT WITH RAZIF HASHIM
How do you get to be so inspirational,
wise and accomplished by the age of 35?
Petaling Jaya boy, Razif Hashim is larger
than life without even trying to be; and
modest with it. The first thing he wants me to
know about him is that he doesn’t identify
with race but with country. This is because
Razif’s heritage includes being part Yemini,
Mamak, Eurasian, Javanese and Arab – this,
he describes as, “true Malaysian rojak!” The
other thing he wants me to know is that he
brings the value of embracing difference
wherever he goes and to everything he
does.
Listening to Razif at the recent soft launch of Ireka’s
latest project, Dwi@Rimbun Kasia, Nilai (developed in
partnership with Japanese, Hankyu Hanshin Holdings),
his enthusiasm for sustainable living was infectious. He
was happy to endorse the Dwi project because he
saw that the latter is trying to create a sustainable
community and eco-system that chimed with his own
aspirations and beliefs.

Starting from scratch

That’s show business!

Razif Hashim is today an entertainer, educator,
entrepreneur well known as the host for Best in the
World, an Asia Food Channel (AFC) series which ran
for five years, where the mission is to search for best
street food and dishes that are
uniquely Malaysian. BFM Radio
aptly describes Razif as an
“actor-preneur”.

Razif’s break came when he was asked to be a DJ
at mall events and then a model (at only 20 years).
Among his TV shows are Jeff’s Place and Gol & Gincu
where he plays leading man, Haikal. He mentored
under some of Malaysia’s giants
in the Arts world like Jit Murad,
Na’aa Murad (who directed his
first TV show), Douglas Lim, Jo
Kukathas and Joanna Bessey.
The most valuable lesson learnt
from them is the thirst to be
creative and to be a professional
above all, rather than seeking
fame – for these values, he will
always remain grateful as they
have kept him grounded!

He was not one for academia
and was always too eager to start
earning, so his work experience
started at the tender age of
9 years, working as an office
boy doing the photocopying,
answering the phones and
generally helping out around the
place. Razif’s perfect English has
always been his currency and
so he got to hang around adults
from whom he learned a lot.
Performing came naturally and
Razif saw acting as another way
of expanding the mind. As well
as acting, Razif has also turned
his hand to being an emcee for
corporate events, scriptwriting,
being a crew man etc. Working
hard was no deterrent, quite the
opposite in fact.

It all sounds very glamorous
but Razif will say that success
came at a price which meant
sitting out birthday parties,
family events and socializing
generally, in favour of attending
film shoots and screenings.
Then he decided to go back
to school, attending the East 15
Acting School in Essex, England,
one of the country’s top acting
schools, where Razif obtained
a Masters in Fine Arts, majoring
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in Acting (International). He loved his time in England
and was even the only non-English to represent Britain
in Shakespeare’s production of Romeo & Juliet at the
World Expo, Shanghai 2010. Razif considered staying
on to continue his acting career in the West but his
father’s words, “you are strongest in your own country”
always stayed with him and actually rang true. He
returned to Malaysia to resume his career.
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an app, which took 2 years to build, to help actors
get into character, delivered through a company
he set up called Tablework. Razif describes this as
“character management and a design application
for actors”. Razif is also passionate about passing on
his knowledge, bringing acting and business minds
together, through his other company, FTalent. He
believes firmly that people can be both creative and
business minded at the same time; and be successful
with it! The two are not mutually exclusive and the
company tagline, “Bridging the business mind with
the creative eye” speaks for itself.

According to Razif, “The UK acting and theatre scene
was getting saturated and people were actually
looking East for material. I felt sure that changed
needed to happen in the East and I wanted to be a
part of it from the beginning.”
Back in Malaysia, Razif started auditioning again but
this time destiny led him away from acting (except
for theatre acting) to TV hosting which he thoroughly
enjoyed. After the success of food programme, Best in
the World, Razif also presented travel shows, Destinasi
Bajet and Happy Endings.

“Never stop being curious and be open to new ideas.
Rise above the fear and shame of failure because
we can only grow from that. This mindset has held
me in good stead, kept me grounded and relevant
throughout my career; and it has seen me through
creating new ideas and plans.”

Talking of his work as a food journalist, Razif shares that
he most enjoyed his time in Japan because, “when
it comes to their craft, the Japanese are on it!” He
has tried some weird and wonderful dishes, the most
unusual being tarantula with black pepper and mint
sauce in Cambodia, described as tasting like soft
shelled crab! Perhaps most candidly, Razif admits that
he can’t profess to know everything about food, not
only because this is a subjective experience but most
importantly, because he does not know what nonhalal food tastes like. Therefore, he is neither able to
dismiss nor critique it.

What’s next?
Razif is most well-known for his food programme
hosting and he will be doing exactly this in a new show,
working in collaboration with international theatre
makers on a production called “The Food Play” which
will be in Kuching, Sarawak in October 2018.

Trying something new

Looking even further ahead, Razif announces that,
“When no one wants to talk to me anymore or wants
me to entertain them anymore, I will retire to a farm in
the countryside and to live my days out in peace with
nature.”

His curiosity led Razif to dabble in tech entrepreneurship,
seeing technology as an important tool to help actors
learn about the performing arts. He has designed
2
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CITY INTERNATIONAL HOSPITAL PROVIDING
HEALTHCARE FOR TODAY AND THE FUTURE

It was in 2014 that we last featured any news on City
International Hopsital (“CIH”) and so in this issue, we
return to find out how it has grown since it opened its
door to patients in mid-2013.
CIH is a Ho Chi Minh City-based healthcare organization
which strives to accomplish excellence in all dimensions
of medical care. CIH was jointly developed by Aseana
Properties Ltd, Ireka and the Hoa Lam Shangrila
partnership. It serves as the flagship facility anchoring
a planned healthcare themed development located
in the western suburbs of fast growing Ho Chi Minh City
(HCMC). The hospital site is well positioned to serve
a primary community of one million people and a
secondary community of 12 million from HCMC, The
Mekong Delta and eastern Cambodia, a densely
populated region that is underserved.

American born Dr John Lucas is board
certified in Family and Preventive Medicine
and is a Fellow of the American College
of Physician Executives with more than 30
years’ experience directing leadership
teams in American health system and
insurance settings. He has about 20 plus
years of clinical experience in Family and
Preventive Medicine. He was appointed
CIH’s CEO in January 2018.

CIH delivers care via an integrated delivery system
meeting international standards that comprises a
first class 320 bed hospital, 14 outpatient clinics and
a full spectrum of diagnostic support services. Its
current medical staff includes 50 doctors directly
employed and an affiliated network of 200 consulting
doctors, plus a further 350 employees, all working
in concert to create a peer driven professional
environment committed to providing the region’s best
coordinated and safest medical care.
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rooms, a 20 bed intensive care unit, and an 18 bed
A&E department with two ambulances, a 20 bed
labour and delivery suite, an endoscopy center and
a new angiography suite for cardio-vascular and
neuro - intervention. CIH also has an ISO – certified
laboratory, a full array of imaging modalities including
CT and MRI supported by a PACS system. The A&E
department has been designated as a satellite
facility of the HCMC EMS system and will soon be
receiving more acutely ill patients making way for the
development of a trauma center, a stroke unit and a
chest pain center.
CIH is licensed by the Vietnamese Ministry of health
and complies with or exceeds all national health
and safety requirements. CIH is pursuing voluntary
accreditation from the Joint Commission International
which is viewed as the gold standard in quality for
elite international hospitals.
CIH’s medical specialists provide care through three
key delivery processes: inpatient, outpatient and A&E
services. They will soon be providing outreach and
telemedicine services to increase access to medical
care in the region. The table below lists its most
important healthcare services.

Pursuing Joint Commission International accreditation
will enable CIH to uncover and manage its safety risks
and pursue its goal for continuous quality improvement,
with an in-built culture of customer service. CIH is
fortunate in having exceptional facilities, arguably
the nicest in HCMC with ample space for expanding
services. The vision for the future is to create a central
role in creating a new regionally integrated healthcare
hub that will include teaching and research facilities
and highly specialized hospitals.

CIH’S MAIN HEALTHCARE SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Practitioner / Check – up Center
Women and Children Services
Telemedicine
Surgical Services
Heart and Vascular Services
Oncology Services

According to CIH’s CEO, Dr John Lucas, “I want CIH
to be an unrivalled exemplar medical facility for
patients and their families. We also want to be a
preferred employer by offering CIH as a destination
for the most qualified staff, by being the best place
to work in healthcare and the best place to practice
medicine in the region.”

Today, CIH’s main facilities include, a nine story 62,000
square meter hospital with 320 licensed beds and
14 outpatient clinics. The hospital has 10 operating
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CURRENT PROJECTS UPDATE AT A GLANCE
The RuMa Hotel and Residences
The Certificate of Completion was granted on September
28, 2018 for The RuMa Hotel and Residences. Vacant
Possession letters have already been issued to The
Residences’ owners and handover is scheduled for
the next few weeks. The hotel’s staff team is busy with
on-site training and simulations, in preparatio for its
impending opening.

KaMi Mont’ Kiara
This proposed 19-storey tower block comprises of 168
serviced residences with sizes ranging from 840sq ft to
1,600 sq ft, set within a private, Japanese–designed
landscaped grounds. There will also be an infinity
pool and Japanese Onsen Spa for the enjoyment
of the residents. These shared facilities will be made
complete with a BBQ area, multi-purpose hall, library/
games room, children’s play area and modern
gymnasium. The whole development is pet friendly.
All this will be supported by lifestyle F&B outlets and a
convenience store on site.
Earthworks and piling works are well underway, with
the main building and infrastructure works starting
towards the end of 2018.
For more information or to book an appointment, call
either 018 388 6988 or 03 6211 3338 or visit the KaMi
Mont’ Kiara show unit (situated at the SENI Mont’
Kiara Condominium) from 11am to 5pm daily.

5
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Dwi@Rimbun Kasia, Nilai
This is a joint-venture initiative with Japan’s Hankyu
Hanshin Properties Corp. Dwi@Rimbun Kasia is a greenliving concept development comprising 382 units
(53% of which are dual-key homes) aimed at the midmarket segment. It is strategically located within easy
access to several highways and both KLIA airports.
It is also a short distance to amenities/facilities such
as Nilai Springs Golf & Country Club, Giant & Tesco
Hypermarkets, Nilai Medical Centre, Nilai International
University, INTI International University, Universiti Sains
Islam Malaysia (USIM), Manipal University, Nilai Airport
Sports Complex and USIM Hospital (which is under
construction). The largest AEON is also currently being
built in Nilai and is expected to start operations in the
first quarter of 2019.

ASTA Enterprise Park, Kajang
ASTA Enterprise Park in the Bukit Angkat area of Kajang
is one of the Klang Valley’s new industrial facilities.
ASTA totals 31.53 acres made up of the following:
Phase 1 – 18 Type A units which are the 3-Storey Semi
Detached Industry units measuring 8,594 sq ft each.
This phase is under construction with building works
completed and the architectural works is in progress.
The target date for vacant possession is in April 2019.

In the pipeline will be a 2.3 acre central park with
generous provision of a lake, fitness and sporting
facilities, placing the focus on outdoor activities to
encourage healthy green communal living.

Phase 2 – 6 vacant industrial land plots with sizes
ranging from half an acre to 1 acre plots.
Phase 3 – 18 Type B units which are 3-Storey Semi
Detached Industry units, measuring 12,565 sq ft with
a dedicated basement level measuring 5,675 sq ft
each.

Piling works on site have started and the site is also
being prepared for building works to start soon with
site cabins for the contractor’s office and meeting
room.

Phase 4 – Taisei Lamick (formerly Maypak) factory
has successfully relocated to ASTA. The factory is now
complete and fully operational.

For more information on the Dwi@Rimbun Kasia
project, please contact +6-6 799 3299/799 3288 or
the mobile hotline 018-359 3117 and 011-1123 3882.

For further information about ASTA, please contact
the Sales Office on 03-6211 3338 or 018-388 6938
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A WONDERFUL CIRCUS
EXPERIENCE FOR THE
CHILDREN

Not everyone has the chance to watch a circus
show in their life. The fourth edition of the Swiss
Dream Circus was finally is back in Kuala Lumpur
recently. To provide an opportunity for 14 children
from the Open Hands Home, Kajang to enjoy the
circus show, IREKA CARES volunteers brought the
children to the “Charity for Children Gala Night”
held at Desa Park City on 24 August 2018.
The evening event was a fundraising effort first
presented by renowned fashion designer Melinda
Looi in 2017 as a way to contribute to the community
by providing the underprivileged children the
opportunity to enjoy a circus show. This year, the
Charity for Children Gala Night is back again as a
collaborative effort between the Melinda Looi Group,
Le Tresor and LGB Group. The gala night presented the
Swiss Dream Circus, an international circus featuring
acrobats, aerialists, knife throwers and, of course, a
clown, among others.

About IREKA CARES
IREKA CARES is Ireka Corporation Berhad’s flagship
CSR programme that has been in existence since 2010.
It aims to build on Ireka’s expertise in Infrastructure,
Real Estate and Technologies intending:
• To inspire all by helping to develop an ideal living
and learning environment for underprivileged
children.

During the event, both the children and the volunteers
were kept spellbound by the breath-taking, fascinating
performance of the performers. What an enjoyable
and memorable circus experience for everyone!

• To maintain and sustain its CSR efforts through
active and purposeful participation from volunteers
enlisted from all staff levels across the organization.

7
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KOPITIAM NEWS!
The i-ZEN & zenZ Community Page

ABOUT GOA BY HUBBA
We usually bring you news at Hubba Hubba
Mont’ Kiara and this time we wanted to share
with you news of its sister restaurant, Tujo Goa.
Goa, the smallest Indian state on the west coast,
has remained the dream destination for travelers
all over the globe. Pristine beaches, a unique
cultural mix coupled with warm hospitality, upscale
accommodation and deliciously different food
keep national and international tourists returning for
decades.
In Kuala Lumpur, there happens to be a slice of that
magic in the guise of Goa by Hubba located at the
prestigious Ascott Kuala Lumpur, in the heart of the
Golden Triangle. Celebrating the spices of Indian
cuisine, the menu features New Indian Cuisine by
Celebrity Chef Sapna Anand, herself born and bred
in Goa.

young raw mango which left an umami aftertaste on
your palate. You may also opt for Tiger prawns instead
of the red snapper for this delightful curry. The melt in
your mouth Malabar Style Mutton Curry was literally
to die for, rich, spicy yet mellow, this dish drew the
most ooooohs and aaaaaaahs round the table. The
Goan Prawn Curry cooked cooked in freshly grated
coconut and tamarind, is a rich and creamy dish, a
must have for all Goans!

Almost a year since it’s inception, Goa has garnered
an assembly of admirers drawn to signature dishes
like the Kashmiri Lamb Chop, Garlic Butter Prawn,
Vegetarian Mantao and Beef Vindalho.

To complement this bold menu, Goa’s mixologists
present cocktails ablaze with spices that will transport
you to hot and humid Goa. Local Goan fare like the
rasam, raita, lassi have been baptised with exotic
names such as Spiked Mango Lassi, Kinky Kokum and
Rasam Shooter. Familiar yet different, it’s a taste that’s
hard to forget. The usual suspects are also available
from the bar with the likes of beers, spirits and a fine
selection of wines and champagnes.

Some new dishes synonymous with Keralan fare were
presented with flair. The hero were the home made
Appams which served as the base to be enjoyed with
the new dishes. The Beef Pepper Fry with bite sized
chunks of beef laden with spices especially pepper
made for a tasty snack. The vegetarian Vegetable
Ishtew was simple yet very flavourful. The Fish Mango
Curry using fresh red snapper was subtly tart as it uses

8
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About Sapna Anand
Born & bred in Goa, her passion for food only surfaced
after she and her husband moved to San Francisco
from India. With not many restaurants in the vicinity
where they lived and the high cost of eating out, she
had no choice but to cook for her husband which
started her culinary journey. Later on, upon moving to
the UK, she trained under some of the best Indian chefs
there and she is a graduate from the elite science of
gastronomy and the art of fine dining program of Le
Cordon Bleu Paris and underwent an intensive pastry
course at the Le Cordon Bleu Bangkok.
Upon moving to Malaysia, Sapna honed her passion
using many readily available ingredients that she
needed for her dishes. She began cooking for her
friends and experimenting with new flavours and
techniques – her family and friends were happy and
willing participants. Meanwhile, Sapna’s Facebook
page had cultivated a loyal following where she
shares her daily home-cooking adventures. Eventually,
Sapna’s social media presence caught the attention
of a cooking school, @19 Culinary Studio. She was
invited to teach cooking classes focused on Modern
Indian Cuisine. From her stint here, the fruition of her
first cookbook New Indian Kitchen came about in
2014.

Kitchen and Fast Indian Cooking on the bookshelves
with two more in the pipelines. Her own cooking show
on AFC just ended its second season and was aired
in 11 countries.
Address : Ascott Kuala Lumpur,
No 9 Jalan Pinang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Contact Number : 012 210 3055
Business Hours : Mondays to Sundays – 6pm till 1am
Email : goa@hubba.asia Website : www.hubba.asia
goabyhubba #goabyhubba
…………………………………………….......
For more information, please contact
Ms Fanny Foo at +6012-3232270.

Sapna now has her hands full with restaurant
consultation specialising in menu planning and staff
training and even has her own spice brand available
throughout Malaysia. She has 2 books titled New Indian
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KOPITIAM NEWS!

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK!
CiTi-ZEN featured Datin Nona Azlan in 2015 shining the torch on her successful and thriving
education business, running 6 Montessori schools in Kuala Lumpur. The term “business” is
used loosely because in fact education, specifically the Montessori philosophy of educating
children is Datin Nona’s passion. The successful Montessori schools, of which she is the
founder, are now in their eleventh year.
Three years hence, Datin Nona’s business trajectory
has risen to new heights, proving that women can
have it all – the female entrepreneur running a
successful business but still finding time for the family
and a social life. Inspirational!
Datin Nona has brought her particular brand of
sophistication, learning and quality to her newest
ventures. Her business empire now includes a children’s
daycare centre, a music school and a culinary
school branded under the umbrella of discovery and
learning, aptly named the Discovery Studio. They all
conveniently co-exist in one vast purpose-built space
located in the recently opened Arcoris Mont’ Kiara.
The difference this time is that the music and culinary
schools are spaces that cater for adults to learn in,
and they also provide a self-development facility for
the local Mont’ Kiara community.

music into the school curriculum to take advantage of
the music studio on site. This integrated learning style is
typical of what the Montessori education system, as led
by Datin Nona, offers.

According to Datin Nona, “I have been very excited
to set up the music and cookery learning facilities
because to me, they are an extension of the children’s
schools which I started some 11 years ago. For me, it’s
all about tapping into our creative selves.”

Discovery Studio Music School

Montessori Anak Ku

In keeping with the theme of children’s education,
Montessori Anakku was set up earlier in 2018, based
on the same principles and values of the Children’s
Discovery House schools, except that the former is a day
care school for children between one and half years to
seven years. The opening hours for the school are 8.45am
to 5.30pm, Mondays to Fridays. The 2 teachers hired
specialize in music and the idea is to slowly introduce

The response from adults to learn music at Discovery
Studio was a pleasant surprise and the long opening
hours of 10am to 8pm are also attractive. There are
trained and qualified music teachers tutor across the
age groups, on a range of instruments including the
drums, guitar, keyboard, piano, ukulele, saxophone
and violin. The vocal classes are also proving popular.
Datin Nona has plans to offer music exams soon at

10
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London. Mini concerts will be organized to prepare
students, old and young, for their exams, to play in
front of an audience and to build confidence. Plans
are also afoot to organize a symphony orchestra with
the teachers performing together to showcase their
skills and talents.
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Datin Nona certainly does not let the grass grow
under her feet and already has plans to open another
culinary school at the Discovery Studio in Arcoris
Mont’ Kiara at the end of October so watch this space
for more offerings.

What’s next?

The Culinary Studio in i-ZEN@Kiara II

Building her “Discovery” brands from the ground
up is Datin Nona’s success story because the brand
is trusted and associated with quality and high
standards. There is nothing she is not afraid to turn her
hand to and it’s all in a day’s work! We look forward to
the next installment.

The craft of cooking is something that we all want to
improve on whether it is baking a cake for a special
occasion, adding some new dishes to your repertoire
to wow guests at your next dinner party, being
creative with food or just gaining edible skills, Datin
Nona offers this at her new cookery school. In fact,
if you simply prefer to watch others cook, this is also
OK. The Culinary Studio has four spacious cooking
counters which will take 4-6 people working around
them comfortably and there are also TV monitors if
your thing is watching and learning.

For more information contact:
Discovery Studio (Music)
LG3-1 Arcoris
10 Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara
50480 KL
T : +60364117026
M : +601112827211
E : enrichment@discoverystudio.com.my
W : www.discoverystudio.com.my

The idea is to cater to the needs of all participants
regardless of age, whether they prefer to attend
regular cookery classes individually or as a group,
use cooking as a team-building exercise or for
professional chefs to practice their skills in a state-ofthe-art kitchen. Tasting functions are also available
at The Culinary Studio. Best of all, there are dining
facilities in the studio to try out your creations. If your
preference is eating al-fresco, there is a large outdoor
patio to use. Take your pick on whether you want to
learn baking, Chinese, Malay, Indian, French, Italian,
Japanese, Middle Eastern and healthy eating cookery.
You could even learn about food presentation using
the wide range of crockery available at the studio
and food styling for those wishing to advertise their
products in magazines.

Montessori Anakku
(Preschool/Kindergarten/Daycare)
T : +60364117025
M: +60172912419
E : montessorianakku@discoverystudio.com.my
The Culinary Studio
M2 Mezzanine Fl
i-Zen Kiara II, 1 Jalan Kiara
Mont Kiara, 50480 KL
M : + 60122806756
E : enrichment@discoverystudio.com.my
11
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KOPITIAM NEWS!
A Word From The Mont’ Kiara Community Society

2018 MONT’ KIARA SPORTS EVENT

Prize giving dinner 1

Futsal tournament at Balai Polis

Table Tennis tournament

The Mont’ Kiara community loves sports, and what
better way to have sporting fun than with fellow
participants from other properties in the area. This is
Mont’ Kiara Community Society’s third year of hosting
these successful sports events and the 2018 games
were no exception. The objectives of organising
the sports event are twofold, (1) to bring the Mont’
Kiara community together and (2) to build a better
relationship with the authorities from DBKL, PDRM and
Bomba, through sports.

Most of the games ended before lunch; tennis
was the only sport that ended at 4pm due to the
overwhelming response. Participants and their
families were invited to attend the prize giving dinner,
sponsored by the DBKL Segambut Branch. The Head
of the Sri Hartamas Police Station, ASP Alwizan, OCPD
Brickfields representative, Tuan Seah, the Sri Hartamas
Fire Station Head, Tuan Rodzlan, the DBKL Enforcement
Department representaitve, the Group Managing
Director of Ireka Corporation Berhad, Datuk Lai Voon
Hon and his family and the Group Deputy Managing
Director of Ireka Corporation Berhad, Monica Lai were
all present this event – we are grateful to them all.

The 2018 Mont’ Kiara Sports Event, held on 1st
September, saw participants from 28 properties,
BOMBA, PDRM and DBKL slug it out during the day.
The number of participants had doubled this year,
with almost 300 children and adults joining various
tourneys such as badminton, tennis, squash, table
tennis swimming, futsal and basketball.

Approximately 130 medals (gold, silver and bronze)
were presented to the winners. The overall champion
for the 2018 Mont’ Kiara Sports is Kiaramas Sutera, the
newest challenge trophy holder. All the participants
were eligible to participate in the lucky draw, where
65 prizes were presented that evening, which included
a dashcam, F&B vouchers, health screening, skincare
and many other attractive prizes.
12
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Winners basketball

Women’s Singles Badminton - Champion and 1st Runner Up

Men’s Badminton - champion and 1st runner up

As the main lucky draw prize, the MKCS were fortunate
to secure a 3D/2NT weekend getaway to the Four
Points by Sheraton Sandakan, Sabah, sponsored by
Ireka Corporation Berhad. A resident from MK Pines
won the main lucky draw prize. By the end of the night
it seemed as though our nearly 300 participants had
all won something!
This success of this sporting event lies in the continuous
support of the Management Committee (MC), Joint
Management Body (JMB) and Management Office
(MO) teams of the various properties in Mont’ Kiara,
cash and gift sponsors, DBKL Segambut Branch
and most of all, the participation from residents,
staff, students in Mont’ Kiara and also from the local
authorities. The MKCS will definitely organise another
sporting event next year, in the hope that it will be a
bigger and better event.

Under 16s badminton winner and runners up
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i is for Ireka

Founded in 1967, Ireka Corporation Berhad
was listed on the Second Board of Bursa
Malaysia on 12 July 1993. The Group’s
current focus in mainly on three core
businesses: Infrastructure, Real Estate and
Technologies.

2007, to undertake property development
activities in Malaysia and Vietnam. Ireka’s
wholly-owned subsidiary, Ireka Development
Management Sdn Bhd, has been appointed
as the exclusive Development Manager
for Aseana.

Its distinguished infrastructure portfolio
over 50-year track record includes
the construction of the Kuala Lumpur
International Airport runway, sections of
the Kuala Lumpur Middle-Ring Road II
and North-South Expressway, Putrajaya
Government Administrative Offices,
OCBC Head Office, Wisma AIG, DiGi
Head Office (D’House), Technology Park
Malaysia, The Westin Kuala Lumpur and
Aloft KL Sentral. The Group also previously
developed and managed The Westin
Kuala Lumpur and Aloft KL Sentral, both
are the winners of multiple regional and
international awards.

Ireka also created the much celebrated
i-ZEN brand of luxury properties, continuing
to raise the bar for contemporary high
end designs in our developments, striving
to meet the needs of our customers at all
time so that they can live in homes they
desire. The essence of i-ZEN embodied
in the 6S philosophies of Style, Service,
Security, Sophistication, Soul, and
Sustainability. These are demonstrated in
its portfolio of properties.

Within its Real Estate business, Ireka
initiated the listing of a property company,
Aseana Properties Limited (‘Aseana’), on
the London Stock Exchange on 5 April

In Malaysia, current property development
projects managed by Ireka Development
Management include Sandakan Harboul
Mall. The current projects under construction
include The RuMa Hotel and Residences
in Kuala Lumpur City Centre and ASTA
Enterprise Park in Kajang. Ireka’s latest
projects in Mont’ Kiara under the i-Zen

brand, namely, The KaMi Mont’ Kiara
Residences is soon to be unveiled. Some
of the completed projects undertaken by
Ireka include SENI Mont’ Kiara, Kiaraville
and Tiffani by i-ZEN , 1 Mont’ Kiara, i-ZEN
@ Villa Aseana, I i-ZEN @ Kiara I, i-ZEN @
Kiara II, Luyang Perdana and Sandakan
Harbour Square (Phase 1 & 2.
In Vietnam, IDM manages Aseana’s
developments such as the City
International Hospital, a flagship
development of the International
Healthcare Park (Binh Tan District),
which formally opened in January 2014.
In 2003, Ireka’s Technologies arm, i-Tech
Network Solutions Sdn Bhd (i-Tech’)
was set up as systems integration and
networking company, offering customized
IT infrastructure solutions and outsource
services. From there, i-Tech expanded
to provide co-location services, disaster
recovery services, hyper-converged
infrastructure, and managed services in
Malaysia and Vietnam.

The i-ZEN brand is founded on and driven by six basic principles that ensure its customers’ highest expectations are met.
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